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How would you use video to improve learning?
LEARNING as BECOMING

- Doing
- Thinking
- Feeling
- Being

Individuals’ construction of meaning
Constructivism
Contributions from others
Socio-cultural
Learning through using tools, machines, materials
Socio-materiality
Socio-materiality

Learning through using tools, machines, materials

Socio-materiality

LEARNING as BECOMING

Doing

Thinking

Feeling

Being

Routine Expertise

Tacit knowledge

Craftsmanship

Judgement

Resourcefulness

Business-like attitudes

Socio-cultural

Socio-materiality

Landscape of knowledge
(Wenger-Trayner, 2011)

Wider skills for growth:

Independent enquiry
Creative thinking
Reflective learning
Teamwork
Self-management
Effective participation

Functional Literacy

Literacy

Contributions from others

Constructivism

Individuals’ construction of meaning


How would you use video to improve learning??
Situated technology-enhanced learning - STEL (mobile learning)

• Using video to improve learning
  - Feeling
  - Thinking
  - Doing
  - Being

• The role of feedback

• Portfolios - e or paper - level 3 and beyond
  - Socio-cultural
  - Socio-materiality
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